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HOW KENT'S RECENTLY DISCOVERED 
CAUSEWAYED ENCLOSURES IMPACT ON OUR 

UNDERSTANDING AND INTERPRETATION OF THE 
EARLY NEOLITHIC IN THE REGION 

JOHN HAMMOND 

Kent has long been considered a 'special case' in regard to the Neolithic 
period in British prehistory. The fact that it lacked particular monumental 
structures such as causewayed enclosures - seen widely across the rest of 
Southern and South-east England - was largely responsible for this view. 
Now two definite and two possible enclosures have been found within 
the county. This report provides a synthesis of the available material 
evidence from Kingsborough Hill, Eastchurch and Chalk Hill, Ramsgate 
- the two that have been partially excavated. More importantly, these new 
discoveries and others such as the White Horse Stone long-house near 
Maidstone are added to the existing data in order to postulate a novel 
hypothesis about Kent's Mesolithic-Neolithic transition. It is suggested 
that migration from continental Northern Europe was the primary agent 
of change. As in Western Britain, islands may hai>e served as staging 
posts or 'bridgeheads'where this farming culture could take hold before 
spreading inland along the river valleys. 

Not so long ago causewayed enclosures werc unknown in Kent - with the 
exception of a vague reference to one tliat had been seen and then lost at 
Chalk, near Gravesend (Barber 1997). Today there are two definite and 
two potential sites recorded on the English Heritage National Monuments 
Record (NMR) database.1 Little is known about the unconfirmed sites 
because, in common with the majority of such enclosures on the NMR, 
they have not been excavated (Oswald et al. 2001); one is at Burliam near 
Rochester (NMR; TQ 76 SW 68) and the other at Tilmanstone/Eastry, 
near Dover (NMR; TR 35 SW 180). Both were discovered during aerial 
photography surveys and their forms are known only tMough crop marks. 
They will only feature peripherally within tMs report. 

The other two enclosures are at Chalk Hill, Ramsgate, on the Isle 
of Thanet and Kingsborough Hill, Eastchurch, on the Isle of Sheppey. 
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Fig. 1 A: Burliam cropmark, drawn from the RCHME aerial photograph 

B: Tilmanstone/Eastry cropmark, drawn from tlie RCHME aerial photograph 

Both have been partially excavated witMn a plaiuiing and development 
framework and the results of these investigations have yet to be 
published. Consequently, the following synthesis has been produced 
from excavation and assessment reports - colloquially known as grey-
literature - and data supplied through personal communications with the 
relevant arcliaeological contracting companies. Both sites proved to be 
multi-period, stretcliing well beyond the Neolithic to provide evidence 
of activity up to Anglo-Saxon times and on into the modem era. The 
data relating to these later periods has not been included here but worthy 
of note is that long after the NeolitMc enclosures fell into disuse the 
locations remained important. 

The Confirmed Sites 

Chalk Hill, Ramsgate 

The site, measuring 3 40 x 50m, was excavated in 1997-98 by the Canterbury-
Archaeological Tmst. It lies witMn a landscape tliat is known, through 
previous archaeological interventions, to contain extensive prelustoric 
features. These include ring-ditches, burial mounds, a possible henge 
monument, two NeolitMc burials, one crouched; settlement evidence, 
pits dating to the LBA/EIA and an Anglo Saxon (Jutish) grave (Shand 
2002, 6). 
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Fig. 2, Location map of Long Barrows and Causewayed Enclosures. Drawn by author from data extracted from Lawson and Killingray. 
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Tentative assessments of environmental samples suggest that the 
causewayed enclosure was built in open countryside. Its position, on the 
south-eastern perimeter of the Isle of Thanet, is close to the present day 
coastal cliff-line. However, this is due to erosion over several millennia. 
The Neolithic coastline would liave been further away from the enclosure, 
perhaps up to 10-15km distant. It is also likely that Thanet was a tme 
island when the enclosure was constmcted despite the sea level being 
several metres lower than today. It was built just below the crest of a 
Mil on a small plateau that is approximately 30m above OD. Beyond this 
the land slopes gently down towards the sea, offering unrestricted views 
southwards across what is now Pegwell Bay and the mouth of the River 
Stour. 

The 1997-98 excavations were able to uncover less than half of what 
is assumed from air photo evidence to be a broadly- circular enclosure 
consisting of three concentric circuits - described in the site rcport as 
being made up of 'elongated sausage shaped ditch segments of variable 
length width and depth separated by causeways' (Shand 2002. 7). The 
outer circuit measures 170m in diameter on its north-south axis and -
to varying degrees - the ditches in all three circuits show evidence of 
repeated re-cutting. 

In his report, excavation supervisor Grant Shand separates the circuits 
into individual phases, but points out that tMs is for descriptive clarity 
and does not imply a cMonological sequence. Pottery assemblages from 
the circuits can only indicate a terminus post quern for the enclosure 
as a whole of 4000-3500 BC. Radiometric analysis of orgamc artefacts 
recovered from the ditches may eventually establish a more detailed 
chronology. 

There are two emgmatic features that are not part of the original 
causewayed enclosure but seem to be associated in a way that is not fully 
understood. Both are tentatively dated to the late NeolitMc period. The 
first is a set of causewayed parallel ditches that partially cut the outer 
enclosure circuit - possibly the remains of a bank barrow like that seen 
at Maiden Castle, Dorset (Pollard 2002. 39). The other is a wider set of 
parallel ditches, which have been speculatively interpreted as a cursus. 
This is mostly due to their alignment on a nearby barrow group and 
possible henge monument. The excavator explains that 'a parallel to this 
arrangement has been discovered at Etton NeolitMc enclosure ...' (Shand 
2002, 10). 

A total 5.117 sherds weigMng 45.298kg was recovered during the 
excavation. The majority dated to the LBA/EIA period, c. 900-600 BC. 
About 23 per cent of the assemblage was Early NeolitMc, c.4000-3 500 BC 
with Later NeolitMc Peterborough ware and Beaker fomis representing a 
much smaller part of the assemblage (see Table 1). 
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Fig. 3. Chalk Hill. Plan showing the exposed section of causewayed enclosure in the excavated area. 
Courtesy of Canterbury Archaeological Trust. 
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TABLE 1: POTTERY BY TYPE, WEIGHT AND NUMBER 

Potterj' Type 

Early Neo 
Early Neo? 
Peterborough 
Peterborough ? 
Grooved Ware 
Beaker 
Beaker ? 
Neo / mid BA 
Unidentified 

No. 
Sherds 
1,228 

38 
12 
20 
3 

68 
3 
8 

73 

Weight (g) 

7,150 
300 
290 
190 
20 

740 
20 
M) 

380 

By sherd, % of 
assemblage 

22.7 
0.7 
0.2 
0.4 
0.1 
13 
0.1 
0.1 
1.6 

By weight, 
asseinbla 

15.7 
0.7 
0.6 
0.4 
0.1 
1.6 
0.1 
0.1 
0.8 

The Early NeolitMc pottery was recovered from all tMee circuits of 
the enclosure, but its deposition in the outer ring is of particular note 
because it tended to be in small discrete collections found in the butt-end 
of ditches and associated with other artefacts. Most of the pottery lacks 
diagnostic traits and none of it lias yet been subjected to detailed analysis. 
The fabric ranges from 'extremely fine with well cmshed inclusions to 
course and tliick'. The forms are described as carinated and globular 
bowls and smaller cup-like vessels' (Shand 2002, 14). 

PLATE II 

i 

Chalk Hill. View of the site looking across Peg well Bay 
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TABLE 2: DISTRIBUTION OF ANIMAL BONE FRAGMENTS BY PHASE 
(1-3 EARLY NEOLITHIC, 4-6 LATE NEOLITHIC) 

Phase 

1 

2A 

2B 

3A 
3B 
M' 

3D 
3i: 

4A 

415 

5 

6 
Total 

Cattle 

2 
21 

5-1 
:<7 

213 

64 

50 
5 

56 

3 

9 

2 
519 

Sheep 
/goat 

2 
2 

2 
9 

9 

31 

: 

57 

Sheep 

2 
3 

6 
53 

40 

Goat 

•1 

4 

Pig 
sized 

6 
1 

2 

9 

Cattle 
sized 

68 

43 
339 

321 

259 
6 

ISO 

46 

1 
1274 

Sheep 
sized 

4 

I 
26 

13 

248 
1 

2 

295 

Unid. 

42 

•1 
3 

29 
222 

200 

49 

I? 

1 

565 

Total 

116 

30 

JS 
126 
813 

615 

672 
14 

262 
40 

10 

3 
2769 

Most of the recovered ammal bone was not in a good enough condition 
to determine if butchery marks or gnawing was present; however, it was 
possible to categorise a significant proportion by species (Table 2). In 
particular, cattle bone dominates the Early NeolitMc assemblages with 
sheep and goat the next largest group. 

Preliminary tests indicate that the majority of cattle bones, including 
two complete skulls, were from domesticated cows and. along with the 
ammals' age profile, this is taken to indicate they are from a dairy herd. A 
few bones may have come from wild auroch. Once again depositions in 
the outer circuit - indicated in the cliart as phases 3A-B-C and D - stand 
out both in terms of quantity, type and position. Radius and femur bones 
and eight hock or ankle bones, all from cattle, are of special interest 
as they show signs of partial charring, suggesting they may liave been 
covered in flesh when burning took place - as in the roasting of a meat 
joint. Detailed analysis has yet to be undertaken. 

In total, four articulated human burials were discovered on the site 
and their deposition indicates they date from the Late NeolitMc and 
Early Bronze Age. None were within the NeolitMc enclosure. However. 
a sigmficant quantity of poorly preserved disarticulated fragments was 
recovered from the outer circuit. These include fragments from three 
adult skulls and one juvenile. Teeth were also recovered from a child aged 
between 5-8 years. Half of the recovered bone (by weight) liad been well 
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burnt, reducing it to small white fragments, other larger bone fragments 
showed signs of charring. In all cases it was not possible to detennine 
the sex of these individuals; but all of it was found in, what the excavator 
describes as, 'discrete collections' - possibly indicating the number of 
bodies represented by the assemblage. Bone fragments were also found in 
the Later NeolitMc features. These include a badly eroded femur, assessed 
as being that of a juvenile, was recovered from one of the 'cursus' ditches. 
Two crouched burials also dating to the Late NeolitMc were found in close 
proximity, north-east of the enclosure. Both were lying on their right sides. 
One was male but the sex of the other could not be detenmned. They were 
aged between 30-40 years at the time of their death. 

The site yielded more than 21,000 pieces of flint - a little over half of 
wMch (12.462) were from phased contexts. By far the most productive 
period was the Early NeolitMc with a total of 6,675 (Phases 1-3. the 
enclosure circuits), followed by the Late NeolitMc (Phases 4-6) with 
2,972 (Table 3). It was noted that scrapers and arrowheads formed 'a 
component of some deliberately placed deposits in the enclosure ditches' 
(Shand 2002, 25). The majority of the Late Neolithic material was found 
in ditch fills. In all six pliases there was considerable evidence of flint-

TABLE 3: RECOVERED LITHJCS 

Type 

Anvil 
Arrowhead 
Axes 
Blades 
Borers and piercers 
Cores and struck 
nodules 
Flakes 
Hammer stones 
Knapping debris 
Knives 
Retouched pieces 
Notched pieces 
Plane 
Scrapers 
Serrated and used 
Total 

Number by Phase 
Phases 1-3 

0 
4 
1 

329 
1 

106 

4,077 
4 

1,979 
1 
9 
2 
0 

26 
46 

6.675 

Phases 4-6 
1 
3 
0 

134 
1 

273 

1,911 
6 

547 
0 

20 
8 
0 

39 
29 

2,972 
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A crouched biuial foimd close to tlie causewayed enclosure 
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knapping but it is uncertain whether tMs is the result of in situ activity or 
dumping. 

In addition to flint there was also worked and non-worked stone recovered 
from the site. A flat stone axe. modified by use, was recovered from one 
of the enclosure middle circuit ditches along with two umdentifiable 
flakes from the outer circuit. It is worth noting that a small percentage 
of the stone found on the site is alien to southern England. It consists of 
millstone grit from the Peak District; basaltic lava (used for quern stones) 
from Gemiany; green schist from either Scotland or Europe and quartz 
and grey sandstone of unknown origin. Shand (2002, 57) comments: 
'Societies that liave a preoccupation with ceremony and religion may 
well choose stone that looks appealing'. 

There is a large corpus of material relating to the environmental samples 
taken from the site and much analytical work relating to tlus remains to be 
published. TMs study is primarily- interested in evidence for agriculture, 
wMch is found in the fonn of charred plant remains. The Early NeolitMc 
phases yielded small quantities of hazel nut shell fragments, vetch (bean 
or pea); spelt wheat and barley. The Late NeolitMc produced similar 
evidence with the exception of the hazel nuts. A note of caution was 
sounded by the excavator that the barley evidence may be intmsive due 
to soil cracking and ammal action. 

Kingsborough Hill, Eastchurch 
The discovery of part of a causewayed enclosure in the lower south-west 
quadrant of an 8 ha housing development site on the Isle of Sheppey- was a 
complete surprise. No systematic archaeological investigations had been 
carried out in the area prior to Archaeology South-East's evaluation in 
1999 and there was little, save the isolated find of a polished stone axe 
in 1963 (NMR TQ 97SE16), to suggest that Neolithic features would 
be present. The evaluation was ordered mostly on the basis that Bronze 
Age. Iron Age and Roman settlement evidence had come to light on other 
MUtops elsewhere in Sheppey. 

The evaluation revealed that extensive arcliaeology was present at 
Kingsborough but it was not until a full-scale excavation got underway 
that AS-E found the heavily plough-tmncated causewayed enclosure. 
A considerable proportion was exposed but more than half remains 
unexcavated beneath a field on the opposite side of the B2008. The 
monument consists of tMee concentric interrupted ditch circuits, the 
largest of wMch measures approximately 160m in diameter, and lies 
north-east of Kingsborough Farm. It is 2km south-east of Minster Abbey 
and 1.25km north-west of Eastchurch village (NGR TQ 977 721). The 
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Plan courtesy of Archaeology South-Easl 

Fig. 4. Kingsborough Hill. Plan showing excavated area, with the Neolithic 
features including tlie causewayed enclosure. 

Courtesy of Archaeology South East, 
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PLATE IV 

;>*-• 

• 
Kingsborough from the bottom of tlie hill, looking nortli up towards the site of 

the causewayed enclosure. Author's photograph, 

enclosure is 65m above OD, just below the southern edge of a ridge that 
mns east-west across the island. The underlying geology is Bagshot 
Beds sand, Claygate Beds loam, blue-grey clay and Head Gravel. The 
site provides spectacular views to the south across the Sheppey marshes, 
the Swale cliannel and the mainland - as far as the North Kent Downs 
16km away. The island's northern coast is 1km in the opposite direction, 
although in the NeolitMc this would have been some considerable distance 
further away. The modem cliff line is visible from the Mlltop above the 
enclosure, wMch at 76m is the Mghest point on Sheppey. On clear days 
tMs position offers commanding views across the Thames Estuary, out 
into the North Sea and across to the Essex coast. Due to the fragmented 
manner in wMch the fieldwork was carried out - split between AS-E who 
began the excavations and Wessex Archaeology who took over in 2001 
- the available grey reports are superficial and limited in scope. Full 
publication of the combined results lias yet to take place. 

Dating of the Kingsborough enclosure in these reports is based on the 
recovered ceramic assemblage. TMs falls in the range 3500-2750 BC, 
making it later than Chalk Hill, Ramsgate. None of the circuits or any of 
the associated features are individually dated and both excavators simply 
refer to them collectively as Early Neolithic (Ellis 2004, Stevens 2000). 
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In addition to the causewayed enclosure there were other features 
tentatively dated to the NeolitMc. These included a possible round-house 
and a four-poster in a separate enclosure (the latter may prove to be LB A/ 
EIA in date), a group of pits and post-holes and a possible trackway, with 
flanking ditches 3 m apart. Neolithic pottery was recovered from the fills 
in most of these features. 

No catalogue of pottery finds was provided with the AS-E report but there 
is a specialist summary. It states that the largest assemblage dates to the 
Early Neolithic and is 'broadly similar' to that of Chalk Hill, Ramsgate. 
'Both ... liave more in common with the Abingdon and Mildenhall 
traditions tlianthe Whitehawk style of eastem Sussex' (Macpherson-Grant 
2000). However, the report points out tliat certain 'stylistic differences' 
suggest the Kingsborough assemblage is later in date - by up to 500 years. 
It also notes that most of tMs Early NeolitMc pottery is flint-tempered 
- interesting because Sheppey does not have naturally occurring flint. 

A sigmficant amount of burnt bone was recovered from the site by both 
excavation teams. Much of it cremated human bone. However, almost all 
of tlus dates from between the Late Bronze Age and the Roman period, 
with a small proportion dated to the Medieval. The AS-E report does state 
that 17 unburnt fragments weighing 335g were recovered from Early 
NeolitMc contexts but so far they have been unable to determine whether 
these were ammal or human remains. WA. which did limited work on 
the causewayed enclosure, states that it recovered no human or ammal 
bone from NeolitMc contexts. Both reports comment on the detrimental 
effect on bone preservation of post depositional processes such as deep 
plougMng. ammal burrowing and weathering. 

The majority- of worked flint recovered conies from Bronze Age contexts 
but there were discrete groups, probably dating to the NeolitMc, found in 
several unspecified causewayed enclosure ditches. Included within these 
assemblages was a fine polished axe, a broken leaf shaped arrowhead, a 
serrate, retouched tools, a multi-platform core and several bullhead flints. 
Additionally, 20 pieces of stone were recovered from Mne NeolitMc 
contexts weigMng l,767g. Most were fine grey siliceous sandstone, of 
unknown origin, showing signs of water-wear. A number appear to liave 
been used as quem stones. 

Environmental sampling was carried out by both excavators and has 
provided indications of the natural sunoundings during the Early 
NeolitMc and the agricultural economy. The primary evidence comes 
from chaned grain - found in 'unprecedented high levels' (Ellis 2004. 
31) in eight samples taken from causewayed enclosure ditches by WA. 
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Charcoal was also present in all samples taken from NeolitMc contexts 
and is assumed to come from domestic fires. Preliminary analysis shows 
that the burnt grain was cereal, mixed with chaff, weeds and hazelnut 
fragments. Analysis of both the charcoal and pollen samples suggests that 
the area was still quite heavily wooded with varieties such as Oak. Birch, 
Apple, Hedge Maple. Willow, Hazel and Elm being the dominant species 
(Stevens 2000. 25). 

Evaluation and discussion 
As a recogmsable class of monument, causewayed enclosures are 
obviously not new. but those discovered at Ramsgate. Eastchurch, 
Burham and Eastry are important, among other reasons, because they 
are the first to be firmly identified in the region. There has long been 
evidence that NeolitMc people living in parts of what is now called Kent 
were indulging in elaborate rituals - similar to those seen elsewhere in 
Southern England (Ashbee 1999) - and yet as a major component of the 
'standard' sacred landscape, causewayed enclosures remained stubbornly 
absent from tMs part of the world. It is tme tliat in recent decades many 
researchers considered tlus omission to be exactly- what it turned out to 
be: absence of evidence rather than evidence of absence. Even so, locating 
these enclosures and then verifying two of them by excavation is being 
perceived as a body blow to the view that Kent's NeolitMc landscape is 
somehow different from the rest of Southern and South-East England. 
Barber (1997) said: 'The nearest Kent has to a NeolitMc landscape 
in the conventional sense is the area of land bisected by the Medway 
valley which contains the well-known group of megalitMc monuments'. 
Indeed, the proximity of the Burham enclosure to the Eastern group of 
Medway Megaliths lias piqued the interest of scholars who believe that, 
in general, these monuments acted as ritual foci for long barrows. As 
Ashbee (1993) pointed out: 'In Wessex the long barrows cluster upon 
causewayed enclosures'. Unfortunately, notMng at all, beyond the crop 
marks revealed in the air photos, is known about the Burham site. 

Without excavation, it cannot be confirmed beyond doubt that these 
marks are remnants of a causewayed enclosure. Even if tMs is eventually 
established, a link with one or more of the barrows may remain speculative 
because there are no available dates, absolute or relative, for the Medway 
Megaliths. Scholars do not even know how many there originally were, 
let alone in wMch order they were constmcted and for how long they 
remained in use (Ashbee 2004, Evans 1948). Typologically they compare, 
in some aspects,2 to the Cotswold-Seveni group, placing them broadly 
contemporary with monuments such as the West Kennett Long Barrow. 
More widely, it has been suggested their antecedence lies in continental 
Europe. 
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The fact that a NeolitMc long-house - possibly for ritual rather than 
domestic use - has also been discovered less tlian 1km away adds an 
additional layer of complexity to tMs vague picMre (Glass 2000. Foreman 
1999). Its ground plan shows a striking similarity to the Linear Bandkeramic 
(LBK) tradition of Northern and Western Europe - wMch is dated c.5000-
5700 BC. However, the earliest pottery recovered from the WMte Horse 
Stone long-house in the Medway valley dates to around 3750 BC (Foreman 
1999), implying that the LBK construction method travelled a considerable 
distance in both space and time. Ashbee goes further: 'Long barrows so 
closely resemble the long-house of the LBK people that conscious imitation 
must have been integral ... Medway's megalitliic long barrows would, 
when raised, liave been surrogate long-houses' (Ashbee 1999). Neither 
is he in any doubt where the idea came from, describing the Medway 
megaliths as 'part of a pan-European,3 rather tlian an insular process'. If 
the Burliam enclosure was an essential component of this ritual landscape 
- as seems likely - then, by implication these monuments must also be 
continental imports. Such a conclusion can clearly be supported by the 
fact that causewayed enclosures appear widely across parts of continental 
Europe from as early as the fifth millennium onwards. 

TMs hypothesis is particularly interesting in regard to Chalk Hill and 
Kingsborough because both were not just built in coastal locations, but 
on islands - which could be said to interpose between continental Europe 
and England proper. It is, of course, possible that tlus is notlung more 
than a coincidence. However, of the 113 causewayed enclosures currently-
registered on the NMR only two others are on islands: Billown on the 
Isle of Man and Bryn Celli Wen on Anglesey - with a few more sited in 
mainland coastal areas. Nevertheless, evidence for extensive NeolitMc 
occupation and exploitation of Britain's Western islands has been found in 
abundance. It is especially noteworthy that a fully developed agricultural 
lifestyle seems to have taken hold in these places generations before it was 
adopted by the inhabitants of mainland Britain. Noble (2003) suggests 
the reason for this is twofold: the position of these islands witMn tidal 
streams - wMch are effectively seaborne Mghways to and from south-
western Europe - and the strong maritime boat-building and sea-going 
culture endemic witMn island communities. He concludes: 'Today we 
tend to see islands as backward places in comparison to the mainland. 
But in the NeolitMc, this relationsMp appears to have been the reverse. 
The very areas that are seen as peripheral today may liave been where 
revolutionary new ways of life were first fully embraced'. 

So. if such relatively long-distance contact was established onthe western 
coast of Britain how much more likely is it that similar links were being 
forged between south-eastern British islands and the nearby continent? 
As Ashbee (1999, 271) states: 'Boat crossings would have presented few 
problems ... the waters were essentially a MesolitMc contact zone for 
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LBK farmers ...'. In fact, because the sea level was considerably lower 
at that time, it is almost certain that what is now the English Channel 
would have been narrower and shallower. It is also quite possible that a 
chain of inhabited islands still existed in the North Sea between Eastern 
England, the RMnelands and Scandinavia (Coles 1998, Coles 2000). As 
for the nature of Thanet and Sheppey, indisputable evidence regarding 
the sea level does not exist, and in any event it changed several times 
due to periodic transgressions. Nevertheless, most researchers conclude 
that both would have been larger islands separated by expanses of tidal 
water and salt marsh for much of the Neolithic period. According to Firth 
(2000): 'On the basis of geotechmcal data and coarse assumptions about 
the general rate of sea-level rise, it was thought tliat the site [the Swale 
at Queenborough] may have first been inundated during the Mesolithic 
period'. And referring to Tlianet, Corcoran (2004) states: 'Although the 
area was dry land for much of the MesolitMc, a rising sea level pushed 
the coastline inland, flooding the river valley that existed between the Isle 
of Thanet and mainland Kent, to form a sea passage'. During the Early 
Holocene, at around 7500 BC, the Thanet coast is thought to have been up 
to 15km further east than it is at the present day and the coast of Sheppey 
5km further north (Allen 2000). 

New people, or new ideas? 

Taking all tMs into account, two possibilities present themselves: that 
Chalk Hill and Kingsborough arc, in effect, the remnants of 'bridgeheads' 
established by migrating continental farmers; or tliat Mesolitluc islanders, 
steeped in a maritime tradition, returned from continental trading 
visits or voyages of discovery with domesticated ammals, seeds and a 
knowledge of famiing. TMs dichotomy has confronted scholars since 
the advent of 'New Archaeology' in the 1960s, at wMch time it became 
apparent that invasion or migration was not the oMy way change came 
about. Acculturation - or the exchange of ideas - was added (WMttle 
1999) to explain how farming moved inexorably north-westwards across 
Europe from its origins in the Levant. But why tMs process stalled before 
reaching the Northern and Atlantic European coastal regions and why 
it restarted about 1,000 years later - finally taking firm hold in Britain 
around 500 years after that - lias never been definitively explained. One 
of the most popular suggestions is tliat the environment in those areas 
was more suited to the hunter-gatherer economic model. Farming was 
only perceived as better in areas rich in MgMy productive and easily 
worked Loess soil. However, such soils are also to be found in South-East 
England - yet it is Ireland where evidence of the first British farmers has 
been found (Parker-Pearson 2000.13). An alternative view is put forward 
by Coles (1998) who suggests that displaced hunter-gatherers, forced to 
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move south as 'Doggerland' was engulfed by the sea, held back migrating 
famiers for up to a millennium. 

In the past few decades theoretical archaeology has spawned a plethora 
of models relating to such phenomena (Sherman 1996. Malone 2001. 
25) but so far none has succeeded in definitively resolving these issues. 
However, a few years ago a team from Newcastle Umversity carried out 
an extensive fieldwalking exercise in the Tyne valley, intent on exploring 
the invasion versus diffusion question through landscape archaeology. 
Project leader To Ian-Smith (1996) subsequently reported that MesolitMc 
and NeolitMc material was only found together in eight of the 221 blocks 
of land surveyed. He concluded tliat such results strongly indicate tliat 
new people, different from the indigenous MesolitMc hunter-gatherers, 
brought fanning to the region. He added: "The idea of an immigration 
of NeolitMc famiers was underlined by our study of the distribution of 
NeolitMc stone axes, wluch we found declined in numbers on an east-
west gradient. Given that these axes indicate woodland clearance for 
cultivation, NeolitMc settlement in the valley appears to have decreased 
with distance from the coastal plain'. TMs work has since been supported 
by research in north-east Scotland. Fieldwalking in Invernessshire by 
Richard Bradley and Aaron Watson of Reading Umversity found NeolitMc 
and MesolitMc artifacts in very different parts of the landscape. 'TMs is 
a phenomenon seen widely across the British mainland' (Noble 2003). 
No such investigation has been undertaken in Kent, but of potential 
relevance is that at both Chalk Hill and Kingsborough the excavators 
found no trace of MesolitMc human activity - offering up the possibility 
that these NeolitMc enclosure builders were not indigenous innovators 
but newly arrived pioneers. 

If this MesolitMc-NeolitMc cultural separation were to be replicated 
more widely across the region then the bridgehead hypothesis for Chalk 
Hill and Kingsborough is considerably strengthened. Before pursuing 
tMs line it should be noted that NeolitMc studies have not been a priority 
in the county. In this regard Clarke (1982. 25) said: 'The lack of modern 
excavation and research [in Kent] is surprising and where it has taken 
place it lias all too often been inadequately published'. Nearly two decades 
later Barber (1997, 77), also in reference to NeolitMc Kent, commented: 
'Poorly investigated areas are effectively liaving their pasts written from 
interpretations of artifacts, sites and landscapes discovered and analyzed 
elsewhere'. The discovery of sites like Chalk Hill and Kingsborough 
tMough developer led 'rescue' archaeology lias only served to heighten 
tMs problem because the data generated is being absorbed into the 
standing model instead of being assessed in conjunction with other 
locally occurring phenomena. What the region needs is a fully integrated 
NeolitMc research design of its own. It is in such a context that tMs brief 
exploration of the bridgehead theory should be perceived. 
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On the basis of securely recovered pottery finds it has been noted that the 
earliest Plain Ware sherds cluster in East Kent with one focus around the 
Chalk Hill enclosure, and another further south towards Folkestone and 
Hythe, close to the Eastry enclosure (Lawson and Killingray 2004, 12). 
As in all such cases tMs could simply be a bias brought about by inegular 
concentrations of archaeological activity. However, taken at face value it 
does imply tliat the first NeolitMc signals emanate from the coast closest 
to the continent. Thanet in particularly is illuminating because its sites 
represent about a quarter of those known within Kent. Boast and Gibson 
(2000) - in addition to detailing the NeolitMc settlement evidence, 
domestic mbbish and pottery found at Laundry Road. Minster in Thanet 
- provide a useful list of excavated NeolitMc burials, pottery- finds and 
flint scatters at: Nethercourt Fann, Ramsgate; Monkton-Manston; Minnis 
Bay, BircMngton; Manston airport; Monkton-Mount Pleasant A253 road 
improvements and Lord of the Manor. 'All these discoveries in Thanet 
suggest that the causewayed camp existed witMn a larger NeolitMc 
settlement complex, perhaps involving the long-term occupation of the 
downland ridge' (Boast and Gibson 2000, 366). 

Archaeological evidence for NeolitMc settlement in the immediate 
vicinity of Kingsborough Hill, Eastchurch, does not currently exist, 
beyond the isolated find of a polished stone axe a few decades ago. 
Essentially this is because as a quiet mral location it attracted no 
archaeological interest until the discovery- of the causewayed enclosure 
in 1999. Continued housing development not only means the character of 
the area is now changing, but also that more excavations are underway 
- although not of the causewayed enclosure. TMs new work holds out the 
prospect of additional data becoming available in the near future. 

In the meantime, widening the net brings in the Grovehurst Manor area, 
wMch is in sight of Kingsborough and no more than 4km away on the 
other side of the Swale. The site has long been considered one of only a 
handful in Kent to furnish NeolitMc settlement evidence. Unfortunately, 
details are sketchy because the only time the site has been excavated was 
in 1871 (Payne 1880). The report makes fascinating reading, and refers to 
pits and floor surfaces containing 'quantities of flint weapons and tools, 
blocks of sandstone used for grinding', as well as considerable quantities 
of pottery and bone. The site lias now been totally destroyed, either in 
the 1970s by the building of an electricity- sub-station or by the recent 
constmction of a road bypass. Archaeological intervention in advance of 
tMs latest work failed to uncover any sign of Payne's site. Despite this, 
several scholars, including most recently Darvill (1996). have reassessed 
the original report, wMch included artifact drawings, and all conclude this 
to be clear evidence of substantial NeolitMc domestic activity (Barber 
1997). A short distance away at Kemsley Fields a watcMng brief on a 
housing development tMew up more evidence of NeolitMc activity in the 
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fonn of pottery, and a flint arrowhead (Willson 1999). One otlier noteworthy 
discovery is that of a polished flint axe found underwater in tlie mouth of the 
River Medway off Garrison Point, Sheerness (NMR: TQ 97 NW 2). There 
could, of course, be many explanations as to how it got there. 

Migration inland 

Most of the Kent countryside was densely wooded, difficult, terrain at the 
begiiuiing of the Neolithic period (Sheldon 1982). Venturing overland 
would have been a major undertaking, particularly if it involved crossing 
tenitory already occupied by indigenous hunter-gatherers. Travelling by 
water must have been a more attractive option, especially when taking 
into account the apparent maritime prowess accredited to island-based 
farmers. Kits Coty and the other megalitMc monuments flanking the 
Medway are just a relatively short distance upriver from Sheppey. WMle 
tracing the Stour from its ancient outfall on the west bank of the Wantsum 
brings one quickly to an area where today stand Julliberrie's Grave and 
two other impressive NeolitMc earthen long barrows. Could tlus imply 
separate groups of people displaying uniform patterns of behaviour: 
first establishing secure island enclaves before venturing inland along 
convement nearby watenvays? 

TMs seems more likely than the long barrow and megalith builders being 
one and the same people. The Stour valley barrows fundamentally differ 
in constmction method from the Medway Megaliths and. in one case, 
apparently being devoid of primary burials.4 Ashbee (1996) suggests their 
main function may not have been funerary, instead favouring the theory 
that they were intended more as territorial markers. To those who assert 
that the available materials detennined the constmction method he points 
out that sarsen stones5 could also be found in the vicinity of the Stour 
valley barrows - in places like Charing. wMch is less than 10km away. 
The reason for the difference therefore must be economic, prestige, belief, 
function or evolution. If the latter is the case, and there is a precedent 
for this at Wayland's Smithy, Oxfordshire, where a megalitMc tomb 
was incorporated into an earlier earthen long barrow (Pollard 2002. 36). 
then it may imply that the Julliberrie people came before their Medway 
cousins (see below). Alternatively, they could have been contemporary 
groups from different backgrounds, homelands or traditions. It is perhaps 
sigmficant that the Stour valley long barrows have most in common with 
those on the Sussex Downs and in Dorset. Whether the postulated link 
between the Stour valley barrows and Thanet's Chalk Hill complex can 
be proved is another matter. There is comparative material available from 
both-Ronald Jessup excavated Julliberrie's Grave in 1936-1937. Among 
many other artifacts, both furnished a single flint axe. WMlst generally 
quite common, not many have turned up in this part of Kent, so it would 
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seem an appropriate starting place. As to Kingsborough liaving links with 
Medway's NeolitMc monuments, the most fertile source of data would 
seem to be the recently discovered White Horse Stone long-house. For 
now it is enough to flag up the potential in the hope that opportunities for 
future research will not be long in coming. 

Two of a Kind? 

A brief comparison of the two causewayed enclosure sites is interesting. 
As tMngs stand, pottery evidence suggests that the Kingsborough 
enclosure was built after Chalk Hill, and there are certainly differences in 
constmction that support tMs idea. For example, a considerable number 
of ditches at Kingsborough are V-shaped, while Chalk Hill's are all U-
shaped. TMs is significant because 'V shaped ditches - a more efficient 
design - are commonly associated with the Bronze Age not the NeolitMc 
(Oswald et al. 2001,40-43). 

Another point of comparison is the disparity between the amount of 
human and animal bone recovered from the two sites. Chalk Hill liad 
a more typical assemblage, with cattle bone predominating, wMle 
Kingsborough was almost completely devoid of such remains - although 
tMs may be a consequence of post-depositional processes. However, 
when this is linked to the fact that Kingsborough yielded 'unprecedented 
Mgh levels' of charred grain it deserves closer scrutiny. Recent evidence 
suggests that grain was for occasional, possibly ritual, feasting rather 
than as an everyday staple (Richards 1996). 

The evidence comes from stable isotope experiments carried out by 
Oxford's Radiocarbon Accelerator Umt on the bones of ten individuals 
from around Britain. These show that Early NeolitMc famiers had a diet 
Mgh in meat and animal by-products such as milk and cheese. CertaiMy, 
on the basis of charring patterns found on some cattle bones at Chalk 
Hill there is reason to conclude that meat was being cooked, and then 
presumably eaten. Additionally, results from the ongoing analysis of 
organic residue found on pottery- recovered at both the enclosures suggests 
that the diet was ammal based and changed over time from being meat 
dominated to one of dairy consumption - 'indicating increased use of 
arable resources' (Bashford 2005). 

The sites are quite alike in other ways as well. The pottery assemblages 
are said to be similar, despite the age disparity. In both cases they have 
a greater geograpMcal affimty with East Anglia than eastern Sussex. 
The overall design of the enclosures is also broadly similar, being tliree-
ringed with the outer ring diameters being 170m and 160m respectively. 
Most striking though is the almost identical choice of their setting in 
the landscape. Both arc just below the crests of south facing Mllsides on 
relatively gentle slopes - positions wMch would liave made them higMy 
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visible when the earthworks and possible palisades werc upstanding. 
These vantage points offer panoramic views across huge areas of low-
lying countryside, water and the southern sky - making it possible to 
observe the transit of the sun, moon and planets throughout their yearly 
journeys. Kingsborough's position lends tMs final point credibility 
because it faces inland, away from the sea. This does not, at first, sit 
easily with the concept of an island community whose people are steeped 
in maritime traditions. It is possible that the site was chosen for defensive 
reasons or so that it dominated cultivated land and pastures below. 
Alternatively, its placement may owe more to the maritime tradition 
than is at first apparent. These people must have possessed the ability to 
make and use boats (Case 1969) - in fact a cmde log boat dating to the 
NeolitMc was discovered in mouth of Milton Creek on the south bank 
of the Swale in 1959 (NMR Ref: TQ 96 NW 12). It also seems to be the 
case tliat relatively long distance journeys across open seas were taking 
place, otherwise how did domesticates and continental imports such as 
axes and quern stones arrive on these shores? This begs the question of 
whether they needed navigational skills and if so how they did it? Could 
they have used the sun. moon and stars to guide them on voyages where 
line of sight from landfall to landfall was not an option? The orientation 
of long barrows and chambered tombs is an indication that, at the very 
least, they observed and understood the movement of the heavens (Burl 
1983). Even if they knew notMng of navigation and the sea it is still likely 
that as farmers the seasonal cycle was of interest to them. Could it be tliat 
the most emgmatic element of these enclosures, the interrupted nature 
of the ditches, was in some way connected to recording the passage of 
time? This may explain the periodic recurring of the ditches. It is fairly-
well accepted that later belief systems incorporated celestial, sun and 
moon worsMp and that monuments were constmcted to reflect tlus. As 
Oswald et al. said (2001, 129): 'It may be that the ideas embodied in 
the constmction and use of the first henge monuments were already 
present to some degree in the later use of some causewayed enclosures'. 
It therefore seems reasonable to postulate a ritual dimension to the siting 
and constmction, as well as the use, of Chalk Hill and Kingsborough, 
even if tliat was simply to take advantage of the spectacular views. 

CONCLUSIONS 

There is an iMierent problem in trying to evaluate the discovery of 
NeolitMc monuments witMn a clearly modem spatial framework. In such 
a context references to Kent as a distinct region are meamngless, whereas 
areas defined by geographical boundaries like watenvays, coastlines, 
valleys and hillsides, may not be. Today the 'atlas' that people carry in 
their minds has been socially constmcted and refined by access to such 
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tMngs as television, photography, detailed maps, satellite navigation and 
the Internet. It bears no resemblance to the world inhabited by those 
living 6.000 years ago. Moreover, there is currently no empirical way 
of recreating the equivalent NeolitMc mental atlas - and there probably 
never will be. 

However, recently excavated sites like those mentioned above and new 
research coupled with scientific techmques and theoretical modelling are 
helping to create a more detailed picture of the physical and spiritual 
landscape these ancient people inhabited. For instance, it is now possible 
to determine where a person grew up, and even what they ate. by 
subjecting their remains to stable isotope analysis (Milner et al. 2003, 
Fitzpatrick 2003). WMle cognitive archaeology lias made it possible to 
assert that NeolitMc people had a concept of territory - strongly implied 
by the way they positioned so many causewayed enclosures, and other 
monuments, in the marginal zones wMch separate geologically- distinct 
areas (Malone 2001). 

Teasing tMs kind of data from the surviving fragments of a remote and 
alien past is impressive and may point the way to resolving fundamental 
questions about the NeolitMc, such as: did migrating continental farmers 
spark the British transition or was it simply the idea of farming wMch 
arrived on these shores? At the macro level they probably both played a 
part, but in the context of Kent, tMs research favours the fonner. Much 
more work needs to be done before a defimtive case can be presented but, 
as it currently- stands, the available evidence does lead one to conclude 
that migration from the near continent was the most likely- agency for the 
introduction of fanning. 

TMs Neolithic culture left its mark by way of monumental stmctures 
such as the newly discovered causewayed enclosures. In studying these 
enigmatic constmctions. most scholars put the emphasis on what they 
were and why they were built. Given the nature of available data a more 
productive line of enquiry might be to analyse where they are in the 
landscape and to try and identify who built them. TMs would necessitate 
considerable research, not just here, but on the near continent in places 
such as north-east France, Belgium and the Netherlands in search of 
comparative evidence. It may even be necessary to look further afield in 
Gennany and Scandinavia. 

TMs brief investigation has presented the possibility that Kent's island 
enclosures mark entry points for two successive waves of migrants. The 
first arrived on Thanet from across the Channel and subsequently moved 
iMand along the Stour valley and beyond, possibly joimng others from 
Eastry. East Sussex and even Wessex. The other group came some time 
later, maybe as part of a new migration from such places as Jutland across 
the North Sea. 

Why they came will probably never be known. They may have been 
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searcMng for their ancient lost homeland, the place Coles has dubbed 
'Doggerland'. Whatever their motives, they landed on Sheppey and 
probably elsewhere along the East coast. Earlier migrant fanners had 
already colomsed the South coast, up to and including Thanet. Once these 
new arrivals secured their island base they too ventured iMand along 
the Medway and probably the Thames to continue the long process of 
converting the land to agriculture - a process that began thousands of 
years earlier and thousands of miles to the South-east. 

That tMs is the basis of a plausible hypothesis should not be in doubt. 
Whether it is a provable one is an altogether different proposition. There 
is still a great deal remaining to be explained and understood about Kent's 
deep past before tliat becomes clear. 
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ENDNOTES 

1 There is also a suggestion in Lawson, T. and Killingray, D. (eds), 2004, An Historical 
Atlas of Kent, Phillimore, Chichester, that another is located at Castle Hill, Folkestone. This 
is based on an archaeological evaluation undertaken by Canterbury Archaeological Trust in 
advance of the Channel Tunnel construction. Evidence for its existence, beyond this and one 
or two other literary references, is inconclusive. 

2 Although in otlier ways, such as that of the Chestnuts which has a remarkable 9ft high 
chamber, they differ substantially. 

3 Specifically, an affinity to Dutch and German types, 
4 Only Jullieberrie has been excavated, 
5 The type used in the construction of the Medway Megaliths. 
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